
 
 

MEDITECH 6.15 Web Ambulatory EHR v6.15 Earns  
ONC Health IT Certification from Drummond Group 

 
August 01, 2015 -- Canton, MA -- MEDITECH 6.15 Web Ambulatory EHR v6.15 has achieved Office of the 
National Coordinator for Health Information Technology (ONC) 2014 Edition Complete Certification from 
Drummond Group, an Authorized Certification Body (ACB) that has been empowered to test software for 
compliance with the requirements of the federal government’s program. The stamp of approval designates that 
the software offers the functionality that enables eligible providers and hospitals to meet Stage 1 and Stage 2 
Meaningful Use requirements, qualifying these organizations to receive payments under the ongoing EHR 
adoption program.  
 

To earn the certification, the 6.15 Web Ambulatory 
EHR was tested to be in accordance with applicable 
standards and certification criteria put forth by the 
Department of Health and Human Services (HHS).  

This Complete EHR is 2014 Edition compliant and has 
been certified by an ONC-ACB in accordance with the 
applicable certification criteria adopted by the 
Secretary of the U.S. Department of Health and 
Human Services. This certification does not represent 
an endorsement by the U.S. Department of Health and 
Human Services or guarantee the receipt of incentive 
payments.  

 
MEDITECH, 07/23/15, MEDITECH 6.15 Web Ambulatory EHR v6.15, 2014 Edition Complete Certification, 
Certificate No. 07232015-3122-1.  
 
Modules Tested: 170.314 (a)(1-15); (b)(1-5, 7); (c)(1-3); (d)(1-8); (e)(1-3); (f)(1-3, 5, 6); and (g)(2-4).  
 
Clinical Quality Measures tested: 2v4, 50v3, 68v4, 69v3, 90v4, 117v3, 122v3, 124v3, 125v3, 126v3, 134v3, 
136v4, 138v3, 146v3, 147v4, 148v3, 153v3, 154v3, 155v3, 156v3, 158v3, 163v3, 165v3, and 166v4. 
  
Additional software used: DrFirst for e-Prescribing, MS SQL Server, MEDITECH 6.1 Electronic Health Record Core 
HCIS (Inpatient) with Data Repository, MEDITECH 6.1 Patient and Consumer Health Portal, MEDITECH 6.1 
Continuity of Care (CCD) Interface Suite, MEDITECH 6.1 Public Health Interface: Transmission to Immunization 
Registries, MEDITECH 6.1 Public Health Interface: Transmission to Public Health Agencies for Syndromic 
Surveillance, and MEDITECH 6.1 Public Health Interface: Transmission to Cancer Registries Interface. 
 
Complete EHR: MEDITECH 6.15 Web Ambulatory EHR v6.15 Pricing Transparency - Any additional costs that an 
EP, EH, or CAH would pay to implement the Complete EHR’s or EHR Module’s capabilities in order to attempt to 
meet meaningful use objectives and measures. EHR technology self-developers are excluded from this 
requirement.  
 

● A certification that is issued to an integrated bundle of EHR Modules shall be treated the same as a 
certification issued to a Complete EHR, except that it must also indicate each EHR Module that comprises 
the bundle. 

 
● A certification issued to a Complete EHR or EHR Module based on applicable certification criteria adopted 

by the ONC at subpart C of this part must be separate and distinct from any other certification(s) based on 
other criteria or requirements. 

 
About MEDITECH 
MEDITECH is reimagining care and pushing our industry towards a more productive future. Under one unified 
EHR, our clinically sophisticated solutions directly serve the full spectrum of care environments — acute, 
ambulatory, long-term care and home care. With superior usability and interoperability, our comprehensive 
approach to health records is helping our customers to do more than ever before. More clinicians are delivering 
qualitative, patient-centric care. More executives are meeting business and value-based care objectives. And 

 

http://home.meditech.com/en/d/regulatoryresources/otherfiles/615ehrcompletewebambulatorypricingtr.pdf


 
more people are getting healthier. Whether your goals are clinical, analytical, or financial, we’ve got the solution 
to make them happen. For more information, please visit https://ehr.meditech.com/. 
 
About Drummond Group Inc. 
Drummond Group Inc. is a global software test and certification lab that serves a wide range of vertical 
industries.  In healthcare, Drummond Group tests and certifies Controlled Substance Ordering Systems (CSOS), 
Electronic Prescription of Controlled Substances (EPCS) software and processes, and Electronic Health Records 
(EHRs) – designating the trusted test lab as the only third-party certifier of all three initiatives designed to move 
the industry toward a digital future. Founded in 1999, and accredited for the Office of the National Coordinator 
HIT Certification Program as an Authorized Certification Body (ACB) and an Authorized Test Lab (ATL), 
Drummond Group continues to build upon its deep experience and expertise necessary to deliver reliable and 
cost-effective services. For more information, please visit http://www.drummondgroup.com or email 
DGI@drummondgroup.com.  
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